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The limited-edition 65-inch Sky Glass  Carretto Siciliano extends  the maison's  Italian motifs  onto a brand-new medium. Image credit: Dolce &
Gabbana
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Italian fashion house Dolce & Gabbana is bringing one-of-a-kind home products to life with the help of a trusted
name in television.

The label is partnering with British media and telecommunications conglomerate Sky Group to create a new take on
an existing Smart TV model. Debuted last month during Dolce & Gabbana's Alta Moda fashion week events, the 65-
inch Sky Glass Carretto Siciliano, which extends the maison's classic print onto a brand-new medium, will feature a
limited-edition run.

Craftsmanship and artistry
Hand-painted by an artisan based in Palermo, Italy, Dolce & Gabbana's latest electronic selection taps a familiar
design, elevating a line of hardware that is itself new to the market. Traditional geometric patterns inspired by
Western Sicily and as seen upon adjacent interior product lines adorn a special version of a relatively new release
from Sky Glass.

Sourced from Western Sicily, the brand's electronic selection employs a familiar design

Launched in Italy last September, Sky Glass's latest release is rendered the world's first carbon-neutral-certified
television by London-based environmental services company Climate Impact Partners. According to the brand, the
model "integrates Sky's content, major free-to-air channels, and streaming apps within a single interface."

Dolce & Gabbana's remake builds on this streamlined composition.

Each part of the Sky Glass Carretto Siciliano is meticulously hand-painted, from the bezels around the screen to the
entire back end of the model. Replacing the usual Sky insignia on the front of the unit is  now a Dolce & Gabbana
icon, also intricately handcrafted and seamlessly applied.
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The Sky Glass  Carretto Siciliano's  controller is  s imilarly hand-painted in the traditional Sicilian print. Image credit: Dolce & Gabbana

The forthcoming model is set to hit stores soon, as Dolce & Gabanna move full steam ahead on other household
appliances.

Earlier on in the season, the fashion staple partnered with Italian appliance company Smeg to bring a collection of
appliances covered in its "Blu Mediterraneo" vision to market (see story).
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